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Grudge racing has been around for years on streets and track grudge nights all over the country.  With declining 
interest in organized drag racing, fans are looking for a new and exciting form of the sport to watch.  The internet 
has brought forward the un-organized sport of Grudge racing through online videos. These vehicles are fast and 
the racers personas are huge, this makes them and the sport entertaining to watch for any drag racing 

enthusiast. But what’s the next evolution of this type of racing? The tracks are trying to cash in it’s sudden 
popularity, paying online and racing reality TV stars big money to draw crowds. The results have been positive but 
costly and always the risk of weather and marketing expenses eats into profit. This is where The CALL OUT 
changes everything. The CALL OUT is a hub for grudge racing, at any particular time all over the country there 
can be dozens or hundreds of small or large grudge races. With new technology The CALL OUTs website and 
Facebook page can alert followers of local grudges.  The website will host a nationwide map of participating 
tracks that can host these grudge races. The tracks will offer free entry to the racers and a discounted entry to 
fans that show them the The CALL OUT page or app on their smart phones.  These CALL OUTs drive foot 
traffic to local tracks and keep racing off the streets.  This positions the brand as the good guys and tracks will 
spread the word and support the site. Essentially ever grudge race can be a mini event for local tracks, marketed 
by alerts through the Call Out notification on there mobile device. These small grudge races can be either live 
feed from track employees or posts from race fans attending.  Incentives can be created for to encourage live 
feeds or posts, the more posts and events create more foot traffic to sites increasing the marketing value of the 
brand. The big picture is massive subscribers to live feeds and online sites creating more trackable analytics 
showing net worth to big sponsors. 

THE CALL OUT - ONLINE & MOBILE  
  



LIVE EVENT & TV  
The CALL OUT live events - Multiple live grudge racing events held at official CALL OUT tracks. These 
tracks will be event partners with shared revenue and marketing. The tracks will benefit from the 
exposure The CALL OUT can provide through subscribers and website foot traffic. The event can derive 
from the winners of smaller call out races, invitation or pre-determined match ups that are highly 
marketed. The format is simple, all racers have the opportunity to CALL OUT any other racer on 
property.  These CALL OUTs will be highlighted through an event MC or host and anything is negotiable. 
The drama plays out LIVE and the fans are kept in the loop of all developments. These events will be Live 
Feed to The CALL OUT community of subscribers and captured for TV.  This format organizes and turns 
Grudge racing into a more interactive event that fans will enjoy and spread the word throughout the 
motorsport community. The one thing The CALL OUT crew knows how to do is create entertaining 
motorsports events!
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GRUDGE RACE FRIDAY NOV 3RD 10 PM 
SHOW YOUR “CALL OUT AP AT GATE 

AND SAVE $5 OFF ENTRY

THE

GET ALERTS FOR UPCOMING CALL OUT’S IN YOUR AREA, SUBSCRIBE ON FACEBOOK LIVE 

NEXT EVENT... OVER 20 CALL OUT’S 
BEACH BEND RACEWAY - JULY 13TH 

DISCOUNTED PRE-SALE TICKETS AVAILIBLE NOW 

REGISTER YOUR LOCAL TRACK 
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Increased popularity of smart phones has opened up new outlets for brand awareness. Iphone 
& other smart phone Apps will be integrated into marketing strategy. Youtube Channel Videos, 
Live Stream and Facebook will all create brand awareness while creating viewer interactivity. 
This technology can be integrated into weekly on the fly Call Outs which incorporate random 
race match ups. These extend the Call Out beyond the TV shoots by adding a similar feel and 
interactivity driving fans through the gates. All of these weekly Call Outs can be viewed through 
Facebook Live and it will act as an on the fly marketing tool. Simply put, new technology has 
opened doors for more viewers to engage and feel apart of something they can not only view 
but participate in. 

CALL OUT LIVE 


